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	Theatre in Market Economies (Theatre and Performance Theory), 9781107000391 (1107000394), Cambridge University Press, 2021

	Theatre in Market Economies explores the complex relationship between theatre and the market economy since the 1990s. Bringing together research from the arts and social sciences, the book proposes that theatre has increasingly taken up the mission of the 'mixed economy' by seeking to combine economic efficiency with social security while promoting liberal democracy. McKinnie situates this analysis within a wider context, in which the welfare state's tools have been used to regulate, ever more closely, the lives of citizens rather than the operations of markets. In the process, the book invites us to think in new ways about longstanding economic and political problems in and through the theatre: the nature of industry, productivity, citizenship, security and economic confidence. Theatre in Market Economies depicts a theatre that is not only a familiar cultural institution but is, in unexpected and often ambiguous ways, an exemplary political-economic one as well.
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Haptic Rendering: Foundations, Algorithms and ApplicationsAK Peter, 2008

	For a long time, human beings have dreamed of a virtual world where it is possible to interact with synthetic entities as if they were real. It has been shown that the ability to touch virtual objects increases the sense of presence in virtual environments. This book provides an authoritative overview of state-of-theart haptic rendering...


		

Fluent C# (Other Sams)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book doesn’t look much like other technical tutorials, does it? Well, for once, looks aren’t deceiving, because Fluent Learning books aren’t much like other technical tutorials. We don’t want to teach you things.


	We want to help you learn things. We’ve done a lot of research...


		

Using Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2003Apress, 2005
This is the fundamental, definitive reference to Microsoft Small Business Server 2003.  And it is relevant for all audiences:  for beginners just embracing the notion of computerizing their small businesses, to IT consultants specializing in SBS implementation and deployment.
The book focuses on pragmatic solutions, not drawn-out theoretical...





	

Uber Brave New Service or Unfair Competition: Legal Analysis of the Nature of Uber Services (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice)Springer, 2019

	
		This book analyzes the legal issues connected with the provision of Uber-related services. It primarily focuses on the various contractual and non-contractual relationships that occur during the use of Uber applications, especially with reference to Uber headquarters (Uber App), Uber branch offices (advertisements), Uber partner...



		

Encyclopedia of DistancesSpringer, 2009

	Distance metrics and distances have become an essential tool in many areas of pure and applied Mathematics, and this encyclopedia is the first one to treat the subject in full.


	The book appears just as research intensifies into metric spaces and especially, distance design for applications. These distances are particularly crucial,...


		

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Welcome to Microsoft Visual Studio 2008  Programming. This is a book about doing software development with  Microsoft’s latest development studio—Visual Studio 2008. All code samples in  the book were built with either Visual Studio 2008 Professional or Visual Studio  Team System 2008....
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